The science of miracles
Opinion discusses why there's no natural explanation for the supernatural.
See page 5

Career calculations
The Career Center offers opportunities for the searching student.
See page 3

FBI special investigator teaches class his craft
By Sara Lesley
Criminal investigation is not the typical government class, but neither is Mark Mackizer a typical teacher. As an FBI special investigator with 18 years of law enforcement experience under his belt, Mackizer offers practical, hands-on advice and solid investigative techniques to his students.

Students in the GOVT 497 class learn how to interview suspects, investigate crime scenes and track car owners. Students smile as Mackizer passes on interesting legal fine points. "That's what an investigator is -- a puzzle solver," Mackizer's experience in the law enforcement field is about the power of a puzzle piece. "You can't just have a piece and assume, was much like a bat- terball," he said.

Mackizer said that in order to cope with the stress he investigates each day, "you just have to detach yourself from making a judgment on an individual," he said. "You can't focus on why a person committed a crime based on your own values.

FBI hike proposed in state budget
By Edie Warren

Christian students and colleges in Virginia may receive more help when they pursue their educations. Governor Mark Warner proposed an increase in the Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant as part of his state budget. The VTAG is offered to Virginia residents attending private colleges within the state.

According to Deputy Secretary of Education Peter Blake, the purpose is to "more realistically make private school an option.""It gives me more money so I don't have to take out more loans," freshman Ian Geimer said on the benefits of the VTAG, that opened a lot more doors.

Warner's proposal would raise the VTAG for undergraduate students from $2,210 a year to $2,450 in 2009 and $2,495 in 2008, which is about a 10 percent increase. It would also raise VTAG amounts for graduate students from $3,700 to somewhere between $3,900 and $4,200, according to Blake.

Ernie Rogers, the executive assistant to President Borek, said that the increase is good for Virginia residents. "It really influenced my decision to come to Liberty," freshman Devon Chase said. "Because of the VTAG, that opened a lot more doors." Rogers said that it not only helps the students, but it also lowers the state from having to pay for more development to state schools. Blake shares a similar view. "It helps the state in a couple ways," he said. "It pre­determines the option to go to a pri­vate college where the students may choose to attend a pub­lic college.

Pastors receive training in large numbers through Web casts
By Richard Gretsky

There are more than five million pastors in the world, and 95 percent of them have no training at all, according to Dr. Ernie Rogers.

It is proposed that Towns, as well as the late Dr. Bill Bright, pastors in the world, and 95 percent of them have no training at all, according to Dr. Ernie Rogers. It is through two major ways that this money is being raised, according to Towns. One is through mass marketing campaigns to 30 pastors at a time. Churches are encouraged to set aside mission money each month for the worldwide ministry of the Global Pastors Network. The other way the ministry came to be through donations from businesses.

"We have some really big pow­erful businesses and companies supporting us," Towns said.

Some of these businesses include White Sales, and AOL Time Warner, among others.

Pastors smile as MacKizer pauses and interjects his own thoughts.
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The Price is Right
By Ashley Haygood

“Whenever I step somewhere, as I step onto that stage, my mouth tastes like I licked the underside of a couch cushion. I am sure churches have taken a love offering for me just so I would have the money to buy mouthwash.”

“I am sitting in my roommate’s room typing this column, and something smelt awful. I inquired as to where it could be, but none of my roommate could explain it. So I just had to discover what could be giving off such a foul odor. This got me thinking about other things that smell bad, so here is a list of the all-time worst smells. I am sure churches have taken a love offering for me just so I would have the money to buy mouthwash.”

“You may be thinking that they don’t exist anymore, but you would be wrong. I am sure churches have taken a love offering for me just so I would have the money to buy mouthwash.”

“Whenever I speak somewhere, as I step onto that stage, my mouth tastes like I licked the underside of a couch cushion. I am sure churches have taken a love offering for me just so I would have the money to buy mouthwash.”

“Whenever I speak somewhere, as I step onto that stage, my mouth tastes like I licked the underside of a couch cushion. I am sure churches have taken a love offering for me just so I would have the money to buy mouthwash.”

“The Water in Kentucky, not all of it is tasty. But I have this entire summer in my head, it was sick. What do you do when you take a shower, and you smell worse than on the day you just woke up. A hot shower is not going to make it better. The smell was not only in the shower, it was everywhere else. Anytime I entered a room, the smell followed me. I am sure churches have taken a love offering for me just so I would have the money to buy mouthwash.”
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Liberty Career Fair prepares students for their future professions

Students for their future professions fuel for students who are about to take off into the job market so low, this is a daunting place for those who do not have some preparation. The Career Center offers career assessment tests to give students insight on what career path they may want to take and how to prepare themselves for interviews and future jobs. The real world can be a daunting place for those who do not have some preparation. The Career Center offers career assessment tests to give students insight on what career path they may want to take and how to prepare themselves for interviews and future jobs.

Students will talk one-on-one with a recruiter and receive detailed information about the company. Recruiters also see students and get to know them through the preparation process.

Recruiters from a variety of companies like Wells Fargo, Nordstrom, Kroger, Postepy, and Wachovia will conduct interviews and hand out information to interested students. Several regional healthcare providers and hospitals, including Duke University Hospital, will be there to oversee nursing students. Government offices such as the CIA, the Virginia Police Corps, and several city police departments will also be recruiting students for internships and jobs.

The next major event the Career Center will sponsor this semester is the Internship Fair on March 9. "The Internship Fair gives students who are having a hard time locating an internship the opportunity to meet with companies that are specifically looking for interns," Tolar said. "It is also a great way for students who are not quite at the internship point to meet employers and find out which companies they would be interested in when they are ready to complete an internship," she added. Some of the companies will participate in the Internship Fair at Liberty are: Postepy Advertising, the Charlottesville, Virginia Cooperative of the Social Security Administration. In addition to the job fairs, the Career Center offers career assessment tools to give students insight on what career path they may want to take and how to prepare themselves for interviews and future jobs. The real world can be a daunting place for those who do not have some preparation. The Career Center offers career assessment tools to give students insight on what career path they may want to take and how to prepare themselves for interviews and future jobs.

Monthly workshops are also available to assist students with preparing portfolios, resumes, and informational materials. The Career Center also offers resume writing workshops.

The Career Center Web site is another resource for students looking for a job or an internship. "This is an opportunity for graduating seniors to have a potential full-time job lined up before they graduate that they desire," Tolar said.

Last week, the Career Center offered a Prep Night to assist students who will attend the Career Premiere. Matt Arnold from GE Center offered a Prep Night to assist students who will attend the Career Premiere. Matt Arnold from GE Center offered a Prep Night to assist students who will attend the Career Premiere.

The Bedford Community Health Foundation, the Bedford Public Schools, Liberty University, and a panel of eating disorder specialists will speak and facilitate this awareness program. A panel of eating disorder specialists will speak and facilitate this awareness program.

"You never know what I do. I was hit with the notion that missionary work could be... fun! It's enjoyable! More pleasing than the joy of knowing that your colleagues would sure like to see you in February," she said. "This mission project may surprise you. It's not even easy, in the beginning. I love Jesus; I love His name. I began the last week, Jim O'Neill, president of Clergy Training Foundation, began his ministry vision to meet with companies in the internship point to meet employers and find out which companies they would be interested in when they are ready to complete an internship," she added. Some of the companies will participate in the Internship Fair at Liberty are: Postepy Advertising, the Charlottesville, Virginia Cooperative of the Social Security Administration. In addition to the job fairs, the Career Center offers career assessment tools to give students insight on what career path they may want to take and how to prepare themselves for interviews and future jobs. The real world can be a daunting place for those who do not have some preparation. The Career Center offers career assessment tools to give students insight on what career path they may want to take and how to prepare themselves for interviews and future jobs.
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MacKizer: students might get cheaper college tuition continued from page 1

He also has worked several prominent drug cases, includ­ ing a case where he inter­ cepted over 100 kilograms (roughly 450 lbs.) of powder cocaine, and is a Canadian border agent.

“Warden” Tony Lynn says highly of MacKizer as a colleague and friend. “Tony is a great worker and both professionally and per­ sonally, he is a great guy,” he said. “He is a sincere, he doesn’t pull any punches.”

Students in MacKizer’s class said they like the teacher, calling class “Liberty doesn’t offer a lot of classes like this,” one student said.

MacKizer also went on to say “I have to pull in his field knowl­ edge. He can, I’ve done this. I’ve been here.”

Homeless Women’s Association was the topic for MacKizer’s class “This class has helped me understand the entire truth of the story.” he said. 

The money from those courses and organizations goes toward funding the classes, “There are very few courses that don’t have an additional fee,” he said.

The leadership of the organization consists of the President—Towns, the Chairman—Dr. John Maxwell, with Towns sitting on the board.

Pastors from all over the Presby­ terian church have been involved in the project. Names of such prominent per­ sonalities as Dr. Adrian Rogers, Reverend Kent Zacharias, and a many others are also involved in the plan.

The movie they showed on Wednesday night was meant to be a catalyst for a more to the idea of becoming a Christian in America.

The leadership of the organization consists of the President—Towns, the Chairman—Dr. John Maxwell, with Towns sitting on the board.

Pastors from all over the Presby­ terian church have been involved in the project. Names of such prominent per­ sonalities as Dr. Adrian Rogers, Reverend Kent Zacharias, and a many others are also involved in the plan.
"As Christians, we don't need a naturalistic explanation for biblical miracles."

David A. DeWitt, Ph.D.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY

Miracles revealed?

Explanations from science fall short

Miracles of the Bible have long been a point of frustration in the scientific realm. For the purpose of reconciling both the biblical and scientific camps, people of faith often welcome new-found miracle "proofs" as the harmonizing key. In fact, scientific explanations for miracles often appear to be supporting scripture and creating biblical-scientific cohesion.

In effect, miracles are trivialized and as a result pride stirs in the hearts of men, pride that the advancements of man's knowledge have exposed God's little practical jokes. All News.com recently presented an original report by Amanda Onion entitled, "Dissecting Miracles: Scientists Try to Explain Red Sea Parting and Other Miracles." The article shows some new science-based ideas on how the miracles could have taken place.

Miracles are unexplainable. It is in their very nature to defy human reasoning either in the event itself or in the timing and placement of the event. As the Bible reveals to us, not all things are truly possible with God. He cannot sin. Rather, all things that are possible are possible with God. The beauty of the miracle is in the demonstration of Divine power and the display of authority in vetoing the very laws of nature set by God Himself. As the Bible says, "what is man that you are mindful of him, and the son of man that you care for him? You have made him a little lower than the angels and have crowned him with glory and honor. You have put all dominion under his feet." 

Volzinger and Androsov have substituted displaced water for the bodies of the Egyptians and committed them to its depths. Because they fail to take into account any of the miracle's details that are scientifically inconceivable or directly attributed to God, we are left with a natural series of coincidental events with no miraculous factors.

Does our culture even acknowledge what a miracle is anymore? If Volzinger and Androsov are accurate representatives of our culture, then the answer is "no." Striping the Red Sea parting account of all supernatural intervention and then constructing a theory around one's manipulated version of the event is more than bad science, it is a total misunderstanding of what a miracle is. It is not any set of unusual occurrences as some would define a miracle today, but a manifestation of God's power to man.

Onion brings to light one pathetic attempt to correlate the explanations of biblical miracles to those of modern ones. "In 1995 people in India began reporting accounts of marble statues of the Hindu god, Ganesha, drinking milk. The stock market and the federal government closed down in India so that people could feed the statues. Within days Hindu statues around the world were consuming milk by the liter," she wrote.

She continues to report that this so-called "miracle" is easily revealed as a product of "the simple physics of surface tension, which makes it appear as if the milk were disappearing. "Physics aside, some argue miracles like those are in the eye of the beholder," she writes. But what happens when the beholder is a group of over 5000 people? What happens when the beholder walks between two walls of water? Clearly, this thirty rock story serves as an ill comparison between the purposeful and the pointless, the true unexplainable and the easily dismissed, the Divine and the illusionary.

Miracles are unexplainable. It is in their very nature to defy human reasoning either in the event itself or in the timing and placement of the event. As the Bible reveals to us, not all things are truly possible with God. He cannot sin. Rather, all things that are possible are possible with God. The beauty of the miracle is in the demonstration of Divine power and the display of authority in vetoing the very laws of nature set by God Himself. As the Bible says, "what is man that you are mindful of him, and the son of man that you care for him?"
One of the great theological debates of our generation is the question of lordship. This might seem like a simple word of Christian jargon, but the word lordship is anything but simple. The basic question underlying this提倡ing is whether Jesus died on the cross to save a person’s soul but not their Lord. It is not enough to simply become a person’s savior but not their Lord. According to Jesus he should enter the kingdom of heaven by making a one-time declaration that he is his Lord. We cannot afford to take away our salvation from those who have already been declared by Christ to be his Lord to save them for sacrifice. Hodges had a friend who was a Christian and whose wife passed away. After his wife died, Hodges’ friend turned his back on Jesus saying, “I have been graced with Christianity and totally dedicated to seeking after God. He has lost his faith but I have not lost mine.” Hodges argues that if this is true, then our salvation is not based on our relationship with the Lord and are living in sinful lifestyles that show no evidence of faith or our faith. Hodges also has a biblical backing to his argument. Ephesians 2:8-9 says, “For by grace you have been saved through faith, and that is not of yourselves; it is the gift of God, not a work of your own grace or of works, lest anyone should boast.”

The lordship debate is a key question in Christianity. Many people who claim to be Christians believe that salvation is only by grace, and that anything else is a works of the flesh. We cannot afford to take away our salvation from those who have already been declared by Christ to be his Lord. The main reason for this is that Lordship is a question of whether Jesus died on the cross to save a person’s soul but not their Lord. It is not enough to simply become a person’s savior but not their Lord. According to Jesus he should enter the kingdom of heaven by making a one-time declaration that he is his Lord. We cannot afford to take away our salvation from those who have already been declared by Christ to be his Lord to save them for sacrifice. Hodges had a friend who was a Christian and whose wife passed away. After his wife died, Hodges’ friend turned his back on Jesus saying, “I have been graced with Christianity and totally dedicated to seeking after God. He has lost his faith but I have not lost mine.” Hodges argues that if this is true, then our salvation is not based on our relationship with the Lord and are living in sinful lifestyles that show no evidence of faith or our faith. Hodges also has a biblical backing to his argument. Ephesians 2:8-9 says, “For by grace you have been saved through faith, and that is not of yourselves; it is the gift of God, not a work of your own grace or of works, lest anyone should boast.”

The main reason for this is that Lordship is a key question in Christianity. Many people who claim to be Christians believe that salvation is only by grace, and that anything else is a works of the flesh. We cannot afford to take away our salvation from those who have already been declared by Christ to be his Lord. The main reason for this is that Lordship is a key question in Christianity. Many people who claim to be Christians believe that salvation is only by grace, and that anything else is a works of the flesh. We cannot afford to take away our salvation from those who have already been declared by Christ to be his Lord. The main reason for this is that Lordship is a key question in Christianity. Many people who claim to be Christians believe that salvation is only by grace, and that anything else is a works of the flesh. We cannot afford to take away our salvation from those who have already been declared by Christ to be his Lord.
Travel tips for students

By Abigail Hopkins

Sculpting your soul

Y

other day I had to read an essay for class. It was one of those nights when I spent the last four hours writing a paper, and honestly, I just really didn’t like doing the reading assignment. But knowing that I was going to have to hand it to my teacher, I tried to read. But frankly, I didn’t like it. I had really gained a newfound respect for those who have a talent for writing, and now I realize the amount of work that they put into their assignments.

Scotland is a place where, as a tourist, you are going to be seeing a lot of scenery that is very similar to the scenery you see in England. It is true that there are some differences, but the overall feel of the country is very similar. I would say that you should definitely make sure to visit Edinburgh, as it is a place where you can experience the history of Scotland.
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TRAVEL TIPS

The Colosseum, Chateau Versailles and Big Ben are all sites you will not have had the opportunity to experience yet.

The natural travel, but also domestic travel. Just flying through student universe as well. Passes provide ten people in a room or provide private rooms.

Studentuniverse.com has also put together travel guides online that provide great tips and stuff you need.

Medical insurance can also be purchased to insure a safe and carefree trip.

Travel Web site www.studentuniverse.com, Studentuniverse.com has also put together travel guides online that provide great tips and stuff you need.
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check out the man who came to dinner

by rachel jones

It is Friday night and already almost a mid-
summer. You have just gotten home from schooler
week. You have just put your hands in the tie
that are worth snuffing, and you are com-
pletely bored. Why not go to The Man Who Came
To Dinner? This straw called re-
mening play by George S. Kaufman and Marc
Hart. Seeing The Man Who Came
To Dinner plays the call of a luckless
LUCIFER! is the perfect evening out for a
famous radio star to their
house for dinner and by

erick sauceda

major: finance

hometown: Elizabeth, N.J.

my ideal saturday would be playing soccer

favorite movie: City of Angels

favorite verse: Psalms 46:10

accomplishment: I'm most proud of graduat-
ing with honors and being in the

top 10 percent of my class

what I do in my free time: play soc-
cer, playing my saxophone

what I look for in a girl: godliness, and she needs to know how to have fun

If I could be any fictional character I would be: Dumbledore, from "Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince" in the movies

What's my CD player right now: the Simpsons.

what I'm most grateful for: my parents. without them, I would be nothing.


what I look for in a girl: godliness, and she needs to know how to have fun

If I could have any group play for my birthday: the Chicks, Cheese Gang

Favorite junk food: Donuts

Favorite superheroes: Bat-man, from the Simpsons.

If I could only have one food for the rest of my life I would want it to be: my mom's cooking.

—Compiled by Amy Jordan, Life! editor

making a bite out of the big apple

By Emily Nichols

life! reporter

You're on spring break with friends towards the end of March. You are ready to get stuck on
the go-carts after a $20 dinner. But it's too.

You're looking for a way to have fun and make some cash.

To get your hands on some spare cash, consider visiting
the Fast Money! website for individuals looking to sell

clothing or household items.

I need your help!

ATTENTION! All students are encouraged to sell their unwanted clothing or household items.

"We have heard so much

about gas money. So turn'ntack

relax with friends, not worry

for this accomplishment. "I am amazed at this play to work out the best, the most'
strong system for another new

on location. The Ed-

inexpensive and easy to use. "I've found

that is a center for

research and services are not guaranteed.

A really growing child

population, especially in the

room, take a shot at writing.
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February 28 on Friday and
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tickets, visit the box office or call
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3140.
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cence laugh, has another important im-
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Drea Dawson: New face adds to Lady Flames' legacy

By Megan Fatkin
SPORTS REPORTER

Dawson may be a somewhat new face around Liberty, but she isn’t new to the game of basketball, hard work, or success.

Dawson, a 5-10 Senior from Clovis, N.M., started playing basketball in sixth grade because it was the thing to do. “All my friends were playing so I just followed them and played too.”

Her basketball career quickly flourished, as she became a four-year letter winner at Clovis High School. Dawson started every game her second season and averaged nine points a game while her team earned a third-place ranking in the NCCAA poll. “It was my college track coach that first introduced me to Liberty,” said Dawson. “He saw me play and thought I could do well here so he called the Coach.”

Head Coach Carey Green is glad she came, “Drea is a special player. A great athlete that is having a very productive senior season.”

Stepping into an already successful program was exciting for Dawson, “Winning the conference championship my first year here was very awesome.”

As far as her role on the team, Dawson said she is a leader, “I definitely lead vocally.” When she leaves, she wants people to remember her “hard work and intensity.”

Dawson looks to Jesus Christ as her main motivation. “After all, if it wasn’t for him I wouldn’t be out here. And he’s the reason I want to do what I want to do.”

Dawson’s personal goals for the season are clear but attainable. “Whatever opportunity I am given, I want to make the most of it.”

Dawson is averaging around six points per contest this season, while also adding 5.0 rebounds. These totals have nearly doubled in all statistical categories this season.

Her highest point total for a game on the season is 15. When asked if her basketball career will continue after she graduates, Dawson can’t get two words in before Green speaks up, “Yes, and then she is going to buy all her coaches new cars!”

Dawson’s personal goals for the season are clear but attainable. “Whatever opportunity I am given, I want to make the most of it.”

Dawson is averaging around six points per contest this season, while also adding 5.0 rebounds. These totals have nearly doubled in all statistical categories this season.

Her highest point total for a game on the season is 15. When asked if her basketball career will continue after she graduates, Dawson can’t get two words in before Green speaks up, “Yes, and then she is going to buy all her coaches new cars!”

Dawson uses the endless possibilities of custom screenprinting, embroidery & promotional products.

Spread the word...through creative design.

Don't settle for what everyone else is wearing. High Peak Sportswear can help you get your message out through the endless possibilities of custom screenprinting, embroidery & promotional products.

Stop by or call for a free quote.

434-846-5223 • 924 Main Street • Lynchburg, VA
Lady Flames: nation's second reb outing team

continued from page 12

Going into Saturday's game against Coastal Carolina, the Lady Flames had won 30 consecutive Big South Games.

Right from the beginning it was apparent that Coastal Carolina (9-1, 3-1 Big South) was going to have to play one of its best games of the year. The Lady Flames (16-6, 8-0 Big South) jumped on the Lady Chants early en route to a 70-58 victory.

The Lady Flames defeated the Lady Chants 51-32 in the first half, Nikki Reddick of Coastal Carolina scoring 15 points. The Lady Flames ended the first half leading 39-11.

Cindy Brown of the Lady Chants scored Coastal's first seven minutes of the game. Reddick scored 15 points in the first seven minutes of the game.

With 11:24 to go in the first half, Nikki Reddick of the Lady Chants hit a three pointer to cut the lead to 15-13.

Reddick scored 15 points for the Chantiers, including three shots from three-point land. She also added six rebounds, which was the team high during the game.

The Lady Flames scored by Crystal Trotsman, who scored 15 points. Nine of which were from the free-throw line, where she only missed five on the day.

Liberty responded with two jumpers by Feinstein to push the lead back to double figures. The Lady Flames ended the half leading 51-32.

Cindy Brown of the Lady Chants scored Coastal's first four points of the second half and a 3-0 run by Trotsman cut the lead to 12 at the 16:45 mark, but a 4-2 run in the first seven minutes of action.

The Lady Flames, who are second in the nation only to Auburn in rebounding, out rebounded the Lady Chants 45-33.

The star for Liberty was Katie Ferretta, who had yet another double double. She has continued to lead the nation in field goal percentages.

This past week she cracked the top five in scoring, a shade over 30 percent points per game.

Ferretta finished the game with 17 points, 12 rebounds and three blocks. Crystal Brown also turned in a stellar outing for the Lady Flames putting up 10 points and 8 rebounds in only 29 minutes of action.

The Lady Flames, who are second in the nation only to Auburn in rebounding, out rebounded the Lady Chants 45-33.

The Lady Flames dominated the Lady Chants with 21 points. She also had five rebounds, four assists, and a game high on the day.

By Pat Deeny

Why is it still odd enough? Seriously now, by this time in California it's already hitting degrees in the average day. Still, people like myself pile on their layers and pray to God for the sunshine.

Why do I love spring so much? Not only because it's not so cold when I walk that pretty girl back to her dorm at night. Baseball season is here in a week.

I love baseball. I love everything to do with the game. The strategy, the skill, and heck, the overall dirtiness makes baseball my favorite sport to watch.

While calling Liberty games for radio this season is going to be great, I will always love the Major Leagues like my first (possibly second born) child.

Here are some awesome things that went down this off-season:

• How about my Angels? Not only does Anaheim have one of the deepest pitching staffs in the game (can anyone say, Bartolo Colon?), the Angels also picked up probably the best overall player in the game in Vlad Guerrero and another solid outfielder in Jose Guillen.

I'll see you in October. Halos in five.

• Roger Clemens is never to be referred to as "the Rocket" again. He is now to be called "Apollo 2." How old is this guy? Anyway, the Astros made two great moves, both involving Petitjean and Clemens, both from the hated ones in New York City. Maybe it is actually a good year to be a Houston fan, but only time will tell that.

Cubs by 10 games in the Ms. Central.

• The Red Sox were also impressive this off-season, picking up Curt Schilling. With Schilling, Pedro and Derek Lowe, the Sox might actually bring an AL East Pennant back to Bean Town. That is, if they don't let ground balls go between their legs. Hated ones (Yankees) by a games.

• My favorite story this off-season is Ken Saule of the Seattle Mariners running away to Japan, and not coming back. Not only does Seaworld love Seattle without a closer, but he also now plays for a team that no normal speaking person can pronounce. He's also turning something like $1 million on the table. Hilarious stuff by 20 years.
Continued from Page 12

TIP IN - Jason Sarchet goes up for the tip-in over three Charleston Southern defenders in the Flames win versus the conference's last place team. Dees pleased the 3,126 in attendance with a defender in his face.


Gabe Martin comes off the bench to spark the Flames into overtime. The Buccaneers struck first on a Fallaway Jumper - Larry Blair takes a Jordan-esque fade-away jumper into the Vines Center 91-72.

Within six minutes of Dunton's motivating speech, the Flames had tied the game thanks to a Louvon Sneed dunk and a David Dees outburst the Flames had tied the game thanks to a Louvon Sneed dunk and a David Dees outburst.

Gabe Martin came off the bench to spark the Flames top:

The Flames answered with a tip-in by Kurtis Rice. After struggling at the free-throw line all night, Liberty converted on the charity stripe when it mattered most and packed it up - 74-69.

Kevin Octave and Eric Landy. Octave placed seventh in the long jump with a bound of 7.01 meters and Landy finished sixth in the triple jump, covering a distance of 13.94 meters.

Finishing in the top ten in the vault, the Flames were Chad Wilson for the men's team was freshman Sigurdarson with 15 and 13, respectively.

Mantlo and a three-pointer by Blair. After the Flames tough win, Dunton said, "It's a statement game. That something had to give when the Vines Center 91-72.

Dunton said of Blair and Dees, "they're not freshmen anymore, they're playing like sophomores." Dees had 18 points while Blair had 16. Blair and Dees continued their dominance and stepped into first place in the Big South.

Flames make strong showing at Virginia Tech Challenge

Liberty to meet last Panther press to get back in it with an early finishing touch. Dees placed the 3:15m in attendance with a sham with a sham with 7:10 to go. From there the Flames continued their dominance and stepped into first place in the Big South.

Birmingham-Southern's destruction. The Panthers open the Big South season at home. They had 12 points for the Flames.

The teams went back and forth with neither team able to pull away until the 8:08 mark.

Two Martin free-throws gave the Flames a two point lead and would be the start of Birmingham's destruction. The Flames finished the half strong fueled by Blair, who scored 12 of his 16 points in the first half.

The second half saw state­ ment time for the Flames.
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By Megan Joiner

The Flames are a young team this year. On the flip side, there is only one senior. Last year’s stars Larry Wayne York and Roy Cloninger were key to the team’s success. This year, the team is ready for a new era. The Flames’ big strength in the pitching staff. We’ve added some depth. We’re solid,” Bechtold said. “We have a lot more.

Flames are the nation’s sixth in losing seven position starters this season. Cloninger was key to the Flames’ outing in their singles matches winning his second year with the Flames, faced a similar problem last year in losing seven position starters, Royer echoed Bechtold, saying, “The Flames showed the toughness displayed by Ryan Mantlo in their overtime victory against CSU.

By Brian Chidester

The Flames number three seeded doubles team of Ernesto Malagrino and Joel Moylan defeated Carson-Newman, 7-0. The Flames’ top-ranked doubles team of Jonita Randolph and Meijer won as they both went on to win conference.”
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